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Course Description 

"Ethnovideography" comes from the words "Ethnography" and "Video". In general, this course examines 

the production of ethnography by using video as its media and method. In other words, this course is 

mainly about the practice of ethnographic video making. 

Ethnovideography is a course of ethnographic documentary making practice as a method and media for 

experiencing, understanding, interpreting and displaying cultural processes and phenomena using a 

particular anthropological theoretical perspective.  

 

Course Objectives 

Students are able to master the basic techniques of using video as a tool for experiencing, interpreting, 

and presenting culture and society by incorporating certain set of theories and agendas (issues and 

perspective). 

 

Learning Outcomes and Expected Competencies Gained 

By completing this course, students are able to: 

- observe social-cultural processes and phenomena more sharply 

- ask questions and explore the phenomenon that has been observed more critically 

- apply certain anthropological approaches in the process of making a documentary video 

- build approach with good research subject (rapport) 

- present observation results and studies into a communicative documentary video that can be 

understood by wider society 

 

Course Structure 



The course is delivered in the form of 'workshops' that incorporate classroom materials (25%), making 

documentary video practice (25%), editing (25%), and video presentation (25%). 

 

Teaching Strategy 

Submission of class materials is done in regular lectures 

The practice of shooting and editing is going to be done outside the classroom and will still count towards 

contact hours (calculated into the SKS) 

Alternative time (set by lecturer): Saturday and Sunday. Students are divided into groups according to the 

number of participants 

 

Assessment 

- Presence of material in class : 25% 

- Image Capture / Research : 25% 

- Editing Process  : 25% 

- Presentation   : 25% 

 

Weekly Learning Activity Plans 

Meeting 1 Introduction, study contract, and lecture organising 

Meeting 2 Theory: observing and sensing the camera. 

Meeting 3 Practice: observing and sensing by using the camera, around the campus. 

Meeting 4 Deepening Theme: Sensing the City. Groups are divided into several locations. Visual 

research tasks are done at each location using photos and notes. 

Meeting 5 Discussion of results of visual research. Group shooting planning. 

Meeting 6-8 Discussion of shooting results, and subsequent shooting planning 

Meeting 9 The basic theory of editing 

Meeting10-12 Editing practice and discussion of editing results, additional shooting (if required) 

Meeting 13 Practice and editing rough cut discussion 

Meeting 14 Final Editing 

Meeting 15 Screening and discussion 
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